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**Shelving Style Options**

### Rivet Style Shelving

- Snap-in rivet design provides easy installation and adjustability
- Material: 14-gauge steel
- Weight Capacity: 400 - 600 lbs. per shelf (depending on size)
- Custom Sizes and Colors available

### Shelf Options

- **Particle Board**
  - 5/8” Thick
- **MDF Shelves**
  - 5/8” Thick, Water-Based Paint with UV Fill
- **Metal “Box” Shelf**
  - 20, 22 and 24-Gauge
- **Wire Grid**
  - 2” x 4” or 1” x 4” Openings
- **White Melamine Shelf**
  - 5/8” or 3/4” Thick
- **Circle Perforated Shelf**
  - 22-Gauge, 50+% Open

### Hangbar Options

- **Pin & Clip Hangbar**
- **Round Hangbar**
- **Half Moon Hangbar**
- **Rectangular Hangbar**
Tab Style Shelving

- Easy installation: Uprights come assembled with spreaders and shelves attach to uprights without clips or hardware
- Material: 16-gauge steel uprights and 22-gauge steel “box” shelves
- Weight Capacity: 450 lbs. per shelf
- Custom sizes available

Shelf Options

- **Metal “Box” Shelf**
  - 20, 22 and 24-Gauge
- **Circle Perforated Shelf**
  - 22-Gauge, 50+% Open

Hangbar Option

- **Round Hangbar**
**Shelving Style Options**

**Bulk Rack Shelving**

- Uprights pre-welded for fast assembly and strength and beams simply slide into place
- Material: 20 or 22-gauge steel
- Weight Capacity: 1,000 lbs. per shelf (depending on size)
- Custom sizes available

**Shelf Options**

- **Particle Board**
  5/8” Thick

- **Flat or Waterfall Wire Grid**
  2” x 4” or 1” x 4” Openings

- **Corrugated Steel**
  16-Gauge
Shelving Style Options

Four Post L&T Style Shelving

- Supports snap into keyhole slot design on upright
- Material: 18 and 22-gauge steel
- Weight Capacity: 450 lbs. per shelf (depending on size)
- Custom sizes and configurations available

Shelf Options

Particle Board
Thin-Line Steel Shelf
Heavy Duty Steel Shelf
### Shelving Style Options

#### Wire Shelving

- **Reduces dust build-up, improves visibility, allows free light and air circulation, and is fast and easy to install with no special tools required**
- **Material:** 16-gauge stainless steel (other finishes available)
- **Weight Capacity:** 400 - 850 lbs. per shelf (depending on size)
- **Custom sizes available**
- **Accessories available:** shelf dividers, shelf ledges, casters

#### Shelf Options

- **Standard Wire Grid**
- **Solid Shelf**
- **Slanted Shelf**
- **Cantilever Shelf**
  - Secures to 2 posts
- **Reverse-Mat Shelf**
  - 1” lip around edge to secure contents
- **Deep Basket Shelf**
  - 2.75” deep ledge to secure contents

#### Hangbar Option

- **Hangbar**
Shelving Style Options

Perimeter Shelving

- Increases storage capacity by making use of the walls of the stockroom
- Hold significant weight for substantial loads
- Folded and hanging configurations available

Standard and Bracket

Heavy Duty Standard
Single Slotted; 1” Slots - 2” O.C.
Material: 1/8” Thick Steel - Zinc Finish

Blade Bracket
Standard Sizes - 12”, 14”, 16”, 18”, 24”
Material: 11-Gauge Steel - Zinc Finish
Includes Tightening Screw

Shelving Perimeter Hardware

Particle Board
5/8” Thick

White Melamine Shelf
5/8” Thick

Hanging Perimeter Hardware

Round Hanging
Round Hangbar
Rectangle Hanging
Rectangular Hangbar
Bins & Baskets

Cardboard Bins

Cardboard Bin
12"H x 16"W x 18"D or 9-7/8"H x 13-5/8"W x 9-3/8"D

Wood Cubby Bin

Wood Cubby Bin
29-7/8"H x 51"W x 16"D, 6 sections
Various sizes available

Easel Bin

Easel Bin
5/8" MDF With (8) 1/4" Masonite Dividers 56"H x 51-7/8"W x 16"D

Akro Bins

Akro Bins
Variety of sizes and colors available

Plastic Storage Bin

Plastic Storage Cabinets
15-13/16"H x 20"W x 6-2/3"D
24 Drawers

Wire Baskets

Wire Basket
10"H x 8"W x 12"D or 10"H x 12"W x 18"D
Variety of Grid, Pegboard, and Slatwall Baskets also available
Bins & Baskets

Hardware Bin
30"H x 48"W x 18"D

Banner Bin
31/36"H x 48"W x 15"D

Multi-Purpose Bins

Short 6 Section Bin
6-1/2"H x 35-3/4"W x 17-3/4"D

All Purpose Bin
Variety of Sizes Available

3 Section Angled Bin
6-1/2"H x 36"W x 18"D

Marketing Bin
48"H x 41-1/4"W x 26-1/2"D

Bar Bin
36"H x 36"W x 26-10"D
# Panels & Dividers

## Masonite End Panels & Divider
- **Masonite Panels**
  - 1/4" Thick

## Metal End Panels & Divider
- **Metal Panels**
  - 14-Gauge Steel

## Pegboard End Panels & Divider
- **Pegboard Baskets**
  - 8"H x 12"W x 12"D or 4"H x 24"W x 12"D
  - Baskets Fit on Pegboard, Grid, and Slatwall

## Slatwall End Panel
- **Slatwall Panels with Hooks**
  - 3/4" Thick, 4" O.C.

## Wire Grid End Panels
- **Grid Baskets**
  - 8"H x 12"W x 12"D

## Heavy Duty Mesh Divider
- **Heavy Duty Mesh, Hexagonal Pattern**
  - Available in 2', 3', and 4' W

**Pegboard Panels with Hooks and Wire Baskets**
- 1/4" Thick Masonite

**Pegboard Panels with Hooks and Wire Baskets**
- Various Lengths

**Ball Tip Hook**
- Various Lengths

**Grid Dividers**
- 7"H x 12", 15", or 18"W

**Grid Panel Hook**
- Various Lengths

**Wire Grid Panels with Hooks and Wire Baskets**
- 5-Gauge Steel Wire

**Heavy Duty Mesh Divider**
- 5-Gauge Steel Wire
Shelving Accessories

- Shelf Dividers
- Shelf Guard
- Accessory Storage Unit

- Shelf Dividers
  Available for particle board and metal shelving
- Plastic Vinyl Divider
  8" W x 75' H

- Shelf Dividers
- Shelf Guard
- Accessory Storage Unit

- Side Mount Hangbar
- Folding Table

- Sloped Shelves
- Shelf Lips
- Hangbar Conversion Kit

Pipp Mobile Storage Systems, Inc.
Accessories Booklet - 06/17
Shelving Accessories

Stack Divider

Artemi Hooks

Hanging Shoe Organizer

Bicycle Hooks

Hanging Shoe Bar

Ladder Hanger

Hook
(Mount on wall or shelving unit)
Various lengths available

4-Prong Hook
(Attaches to side of tab style static unit)

Coat Rack
(36"L x 4"H x 3-3/4"W)
6 Prong, Aluminum
Safety Accessories

Black Upright Caps

Safety Yellow End Stop

Black Foot Brake

Posi-Lock Track System

Bumper Extender

Carriage Bumper

Safety Labels

DO NOT CLIMB ON SHELVING

DO NOT STACK ABOVE THIS SHELF

Safety Posters

Safety Signs

Pipp Mobile Storage Systems, Inc.
Accessories Booklet - 06/17
**Signage**

**Magnetic Labels**
1"H x 6"W, 25 PCS
Comes with 5 data card sheets

**Dry Erase Board**
Custom sizes available
Comes with marker holder, pens, and velcro

**Sign Holder**
11"H x 8-1/2W
Clear holder with plastic blue protective cover

*Pipp Mobile Storage Systems, Inc.*
Accessories Booklet - 06/17
**Signage**

**Hang Garment Identifier**

Helps organize your inventory even more!

A pack of 10 hang garment identifiers includes 10 3” x 5” index cards, which are interchangeable and customizable, so inventory can be organized according to size, style, brand, etc.

*The overall dimensions are 17.19” W x 3.27” H*
**Security Units**

**Lockers**

Ventilated Doors  
Solid  
Ventilated  
C-Thru

**Locker Configurations**

Single Bay  
Double Bay  
Triple Bay  
Quadruple Bay  
16 Person Configuration

**Locker Accessories**

Open Base  
Closed Base  
Sloped Top  
Digilock  
Padlock with keyslot

*Variety of Sizes, Colors and Configurations Available*
Security Units

Storage Cabinet

Storage Cabinet
36"W x 18/24"D x 72"H

Security Cages

Stationary Security Cage

Mobile Security Cage
Desks

Receiving Desks

Manager’s Desks

*Customizable Configurations

Accessories Available: Lights, Drawers, Grommet Holes, Keyboard Tray, Corkboard, Pegboard, Hanger Management, Hangbars
Ladders & Dollies

Rolling Ladders

Track Ladders

Aluminum Ladders

Fiberglass Ladders

Ladder Hanger

Aluminum Ladder
5-1/2'H. 3 Step

Step Ladder, Blue
Various heights available

Ladder Hanger Assembly
Various lengths available

Utility Carts

Platform Trucks

Hand Trucks

Utility Cart
45”L x 25”W x 33”H

Platform Truck, 6 Wheel
24” x 48”, 2,000 lb capacity

Hi Frame Hand Truck
Solid Wheels

*Call for specifications on ladders*
Inventory Processing and Transport Products

Hanger Management

Hanger Management Systems are designed to provide an efficient solution to manage and organize hangers. Other benefits include reducing labor expenses and hanger purchases while increasing productivity for processing merchandise and moving it quickly to the sales floor.

Hanger Bars

Hanger Bars are available in 21”, 24”, or 30” width in three styles to meet your requirements.

- **Economy Hanger Bar**
- **Hanger Bar with Clamp**
  - Secures hangers to bar
- **Hanger Bar with Clamp and Foam**
  - Secures a wide variety of hangers to bar

Cashwrap Collection Racks

Adjustable Rack (AC)*
- Mounts to left and right inside cashwrap

Fixed Rack (INC)*
- Mounts to top and bottom inside cashwrap

Retractable Rack (HBC)*
- Each unit mounts to left and right inside cashwrap and glides out for easy access

Channel-Mount Rack (CMRD)*
- Frame mounts to top and bottom inside cashwrap and glides out for easy access

Freestanding Collection Racks

Freestanding Collection Racks are used to collect and transport hangers from cashwrap to backroom or processing areas. Stationary and mobile configurations are available.

- **CFR-30A-M2 with 2” Casters**
  - Holds 3 hanger bars*
  - Overall Height: 31-1/4”
- **CFR-40A-M2 with 2” Casters**
  - Holds 5 hanger bars*
  - Overall Height: 42-1/2”
- **CFR-50A-M4 with 4” Casters**
  - Holds 6 hanger bars*
  - Overall Height: 55”
- **CFR-60XX with 4” Casters**
  - Holds 8 hanger bars*
  - Overall Height: 66-3/8”

*Hanger Bars sold separately.
Inventory Processing and Transport Products

Hanger Management

Wall Storage Units
Wall Storage Units are designed to mount on walls in the backroom or on sales floor. They are built to hold 21", 24", or 30" hanger bars. A variety of heights are available.

- **SB-5**
  - 30"H holds 5 hanger bars*

- **SB-8**
  - 50"H holds 8 hanger bars*

- **Single Storage Starter & Add-On Units**
  - 7'H holds 12 hanger bars*
  - 10'H holds 17 hanger bars*

- **Double Storage Starter & Add-On Units**
  - 7'H holds 24 hanger bars*
  - 10'H holds 34 hanger bars*

Transfer Racks
Transfer Racks are used to collect full hanger bars from the cashwrap and transfer to the backroom. They can also be used for mobile backroom hanger storage.

- **ISTR-XX10Z**
  - Holds 10 hanger bars*

- **ISTR-XXZ**
  - Holds 18 hanger bars*

Processing Tables with Hanger Management Option
Processing Tables with Hanger Management allows all merchandise processing tasks to be conducted in one location for increased efficiency. These tables can be customized with a variety of accessories to fit your specific needs.

- **ERGO-28 / ERGO-32 Series**
- **ERGO-50 Series**
- **ERGO-64 Series**

*Hanger Bars sold separately.
Inventory Processing and Transport Products

Processing Tables

Economy Line Tables

Economy Line Tables are our basic, fixed height tables. They provide a simple solution for processing merchandise.

VLT-2046
20"D x 26"L x 39"H - Includes drop leaves, middle shelf and bottom shelf

VLT-2046-FF1
20"D x 46"L* x 39"H - Includes drop leaves, folding board and bracket

LWT-3072
30"D x 72"L x 34"H
Lightweight table with carrying handle

Ergo-Smart Height Adjustable Work Tables

Ergo-Smart Tables improve the efficiency of processing merchandise. These height adjustable tables offer a wide variety of accessories to create a unique configuration that best meets your requirements.

ERGO-27-K2 - 20"D x 46"L*
Includes drop leaves and bottom shelf

ERGO-27-1-K3 - 20"D x 26"L
Includes drawer and bottom shelf

ERGO-28-K4 - 20"D x 54"L*
Includes drop leaves, organizer bin and bottom shelf

ERGO-28-1-K2 - 20"D x 40"L
Includes middle and bottom shelf

ERGO-32-K9 - 26"D x 68"L*
Includes 2 drawers, drop leaves, bottom shelf and telescoping arm

ERGO-32-1-K5 - 26"D x 48"L
Includes organizer bin, bottom shelf and staging rack

*Lengths on tables with drop leaves are with both leaves fully extended.

*Hanger bars sold separately
Processing Tables

Nesting Tables

Nesting Tables are ideal for merchandising tasks such as folding, hanging, recovery and pricing. They are customizable, both in height and width. These tables nest when not in use, saving premium floor space.

**FTW-24A**
20"D x 26"L x 39.5"H
Includes telescoping arm and hanger management bar
Various heights and widths available

**NTZ**
24"D x 63"L x 35"H
NTZ is also available in 48" long version

**NWT-60**
24"D x 60"L x 39.5"H
Includes hanger management tower

*Hanger bars sold separately*

Height Adjustable Backroom Processing Stations

Backroom Processing Stations are ideal for all backroom functions. Mobility, versatility and height adjustability are added bonuses with these processing stations. A wide variety of accessories are available to design a unique solution to fit your specific needs.

**ERGO-50-K8**
- 26"D x 87"L*
Includes middle shelf, pricing bar, trash bag holder, bin rack, drop leaves and hanger management tower

**ERGO-64**
- 30"D x 100"L*
Shown with optional bottom shelf, bin rack, drop leaves, organizer bins and hanger management tower

*Hanger bars sold separately

*Lengths on tables with drop leaves are with both leaves fully extended.*
Inventory Processing and Transport Products

Rolling Racks

Rolling Racks function equally well in the stockroom or on the sales floor. Some of our racks nest together or collapse so they can be efficiently stored out of the way when not in use. We can combine various elements into one product for a distinct, customized solution.

Collapsible Racks

- **EZR-250KS-K1-LZ**: 24"W x 40 - 72"L x 56 - 73"H
- **HGR-550**: 22"W x 60"L x 66"H
- **FSR**: 22"W x 50.5"L x 56 - 66"H

Nesting Racks

- **RGR2-550 with Optional Middle Bar**: 24"W x 62.25"L x 72"H
- **RGR2-350-B with Optional Middle Bar & Bottom Shelf**: 24"W x 48"L x 72"H
- **EZR-250KS-K1-LZ**: 24"W x 40 - 72"L x 56 - 73"H
- **CSC-1T-S12**: 20"W x 34"L x 51 - 69"H

Accessories

- **Rack Covers**
- **LDC**: 5" Locking Directional Caster
- **C-B6-W500**: Polyurethane Bumper
- **300013-00000**: Cash Wrap Mat, 2’ x 3’
Carts and Transporters

Carts and Transporters effortlessly streamline your backroom organization and expedite your sales floor restocking efforts. Many of these systems feature folding shelves and unique nesting abilities in order to efficiently store them out of the way when not in use. We can customize specialty carts that combine several accessories into one convenient, flexible solution.

Nesting Carts and Transporters

![NT-48 28"W x 48"L x 59"H](image)

![NT-2448 24"W x 51.5"L x 70"H](image)

![NTM-48-GHR 24"W x 48"L x 66"H](image)

Merchandise Carts

![MC-3618 18"W x 41"L x 39"H](image)

![MC-4218-S3 with Optional Center Solid Shelf - 18"W x 47"L x 41"H](image)

![MC-4820S with Optional Back Panel - 20"W x 53"L x 62"H](image)

Processing Carts

![KC1-2421-63C 24"W x 42"L x 68"H](image)

![WRR-2448-69LZ with Optional Drop Leaf - 24"W x 48"L x 75"H](image)

![CFR-100 20"W x 40"L x 66"H](image)

![VSC-1836C 18"W x 36"L x 41"H](image)
Mobile Point of Sale Carts

Mobile Point of Sale Carts (MPOS) are perfect for those busy seasons throughout the year when you need additional check-out areas. While allowing employees to remove and organize sensor tags, hangers, and perform other merchandising tasks, they vastly improve the speed and efficiency of the checkout process. These carts are fully customizable and can be designed specifically to meet your needs.
Sign / Marketing Carts

Sign / Marketing Carts help you achieve faster ad sets with increased signing accuracy and reduced labor. Our multi-functional carts accommodate a variety of sign types and sizes to make your signing process more efficient. These can be designed specifically to meet your needs.
Wire Products

Wire Products are the foundation of many storage, transport and display systems. The open wire construction minimizes dirt and dust accumulation and maximizes airflow, as well as visibility. Customization options give you the ability to design the system you need by specifying length, depth, height and mobility. In addition, there are a variety of accessories available to further develop the perfect solution to meet your requirements.

Stationary Rack - SS-2448-63LZ
24"W x 48"L x 63"H

Shoe Cart - SS-2124-74LZF
21"W x 24"L x 80"H

Mobile Cart - SS-2448-74LZF
24"W x 48"L x 80"H

Linen Cart - LCH-2460-63LZ
20"W x 60"L x 71.5"H

Banquet Cart - SS-DB2448-63LZF
24"W x 48"L x 69"H

Transfer Cart - CTC-2448-63C
24"W x 48"L x 69"H

Nesting Wire Transporter - NT-1848
20"W x 51.5"L x 70"H

Replenishment Cart - WRR-2442-69C
with Optional Drop Leaf
24"W x 42"L x 75"H

Merchandise Transfer Cart - MRC-2448-54C
24"W x 48"L x 60"H
Inventory Processing and Transport Products

Wire Products

3 Shelf Utility Cart - UC3-2136LZ
21"W x 36"L x 40"H

Cosmetic Cart - CRC-1842-33C
18"W x 42"L x 39"H

Custom Sign Cart - SGC-1836-30C
18"W x 36"L x 36"H

Sign Cart - SGC1836-001
18.25"W x 36.5"L x 36.5"H

Processing Cart - S4-R1824
18"W x 24"L x 35"H

Inventory Cart - ITC-2448-54C
24"W x 48"L x 60"H

Security Cages

Security Cages keep your supplies and high-priced merchandise safe and protected from loss or theft. They are constructed of a heavy gauge wire with padlock-ready doors. Several options are available to optimize functionality.

Stationary Cage - SC2460-63F-2
27"W x 60"L x 63"H

Mobile Cart - SC1836-63CF-2
22"W x 40"L x 69"H

Heavy Duty Cart - SCH2448-63CF-2
27"W x 52"L x 69"H
Limited Warranty

PIPP MOBILE STORAGE SYSTEMS, INC. WARRANTS ALL MOBILE EQUIPMENT SUPPLIED BY PIPP TO THE ORIGINAL BUYER FOR A PERIOD OF TEN (10) YEARS FROM THE DATE OF PURCHASE WITH THE EXCEPTION OF SHELVING COMPONENTS AND ELECTRICAL MOBILE CARRIAGES WHICH ARE WARRANTED FOR ONE (1) YEAR FROM THE PURCHASE DATE.

PIPP’S WARRANTY SHALL NOT APPLY IN THE EVENT THAT GOODS ARE DAMAGED AS A RESULT OF MISUSE, ABUSE, IMPROPER INSTALLATION, OR MODIFICATION OR REPAIR BY PERSONS NOT AUTHORIZED BY SELLER.

IN THE EVENT OF A DEFECT IN MATERIAL OR WORKMANSHIP, THE BUYER WILL NOTIFY PIPP FOR IMMEDIATE ATTENTION.

BUYER’S REMEDY, IF ANY, FOR ANY DEFECTIVE GOODS SHALL BE LIMITED TO A REFUND BY SELLER OR REPLACEMENT OF THE GOODS AT THE SELLER’S OPTION, AND SHALL IN NO EVENT INCLUDE ASSOCIATED LABOR OR DAMAGES OF ANY KIND, WHETHER INCIDENTAL, CONSEQUENTIAL OR OTHERWISE.

NO GOODS ACCEPTED FOR RETURN WITHOUT PRIOR APPROVAL.